Keeping Business Partners Aligned

Online exhibition software to facilitate communication between
organizers, exhibitors and suppliers

Expohub helps organizers improve their exhibitions
Expohub automates the information flows
between organizers, suppliers and
exhibitors. All information is stored in one
system. Based on the user's role, part of
this information is shown. The organizer
creates users and assigns one or more
roles to the users. This way, the organizer
controls which information is visible to
whom.

Expohub is an innovative solution for
organizers of exhibitions and large events.
It uses the latest in internet technology to
provide organizers with a tool to organize
their events and exhibitions in an efficient
way.
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Expohub for exhibitors: all information within arms’ reach












Quick: just one click away from information
regarding the exhibition;
Online ordering: products and services for
the exhibition can be ordered through the
exhibition webshop;
History: previous orders are available;
Deadlines: the exhibitor knows exactly what
the deadlines are for ordering products and
services, and for supplying any information
that is necessary for them;
Convenient; ordered products which require
exhibitor input, are displayed;
Revision: exhibitors can check which orders
they have already placed, which information
they have already supplied, and make
changes if necessary;
Easy: exhibitors have one place where they
can manage their entire participation;
Promotion: images, such as exhibition logos,
can be downloaded directly for PR-purposes.

Expohub for suppliers: always an up-to-date overview of orders









Orders: the supplier has an overview of orders
per exhibition and booth, including contingent
options;
Planning: the quantities of ordered products per
exhibition are available at any time, for the
supplier to base his planning on;
Supplied information from exhibitors: directly
available after upload by the exhibitor – instant
downloading, checking and processing;
Exhibition floorplan: always available and
downloadable;
Data & times: overview of the exhibition the
supplier supplies, including their locations,
delivery and collection timeslots.

Expohub for organizers: your key to efficient and accurate organization















Clarity: all users –organizers, exhibitors and suppliershave the same up to date information. Prevent
confusion;
Automatic: orders and related client files are directly
dispatched to the relevant supplier;
Overview: the dashboard summarizes the most
important topics;
Deadlines: see which products and services need to
be ordered at what point, when contingent information
needs to be supplied by the exhibitor & see which
exhibitors have not yet ordered or supplied information;
Invoicing: see which orders have not been invoiced;
Diversification: prices of products and services can
vary per exhibition or event;
Information: information about your exhibition is
shown on a special page for exhibitors;
Uploadtool: Expohub will be ready to use quickly
thanks to the possibility of importing users, products,
etcetera;
Downloading: manu datafiles can be downloaden for
internal processing;
Sales progress: you can keep track of your sales
progress per exhibition with a clear graph;
No maintenance: Expohub is a webapplication –
installation and maintenance are not required.

Expohub enables you to spend less time passing on information. Instead you can spend
this time improving your exhibition: by doing more acquisition, putting together a
program, etcetera.

General characteristics











Clarity: all users –organizers, exhibitors and suppliers- work with the
same up-to-date information. Eliminate discussions about who ordered
what and when;
Deadline-functionality: reduces last-minute orders;
No full inbox: all files are uploaded to and downloaded from Expohub;
there is no need to send files through email;
Speed: information is stored in Expohub. This reduces dependence on a
person to pass along f.i. an advertisement to the relevant supplier: the
files is directly available in Expohub to the relevant supplier for
downloading and processing;
Simple: Expohub is easy to use;
Revision & overview: Expohub offers all its users the possibility of
revising the status of their exhibition (participation), through always
showing up-to-date information;
Languages: Available in Dutch and English, other languages will be
added in the future.

System requirements
Expohub is a webapplication: no installation or maintenance required;
 Expohub can be used on any computer or mobile device connected to the
internet;
 For an optimal user experience we recommend the following browsers:
o Microsoft Internet Explorer version 7.0 and up
o Google Chrome version 6.0 and up
o Mozilla Firefox version 3.0 and up
o Apple Safari version 5.0 and up
 Please check that Javascript is enabled; most browsers have Javascript enabled
by default;


 Expohub does NOT require Flash, AIR, Silverlight or other plugins;
 Expohub recommends a minimum screen resolution of 1024x768 pixels. Screen
resolutions lower than 1024x768 pixels may cause problems displaying pages
with large tables;
 In order to use the import- and exportfunctionality of Expohub, you need a
spreadsheetprogram which can open and edit Excel (.xls) files. Microsoft Office
Excel, OpenOffice, Calc, Apple iWork and Google Spreadsheets all support this
fileformat.
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